We apply cohomology of sheaves to arrangements of hyperplanes. In particular we prove an inequality for the depth of cohomology modules of local sheaves on the intersection lattice of an arrangement. This generalizes a result of Solomon-Terao about the cummulative property of local functors. We also prove a characterization of free arrangements by certain properties of the cohomlogy of a sheaf of derivation modules. This gives a condition on the Möbius function of the intersection lattice of a free arrangement. Using this condition we prove that certain geometric lattices cannot afford free arrangements although their Poincaré polynomials factor.
Introduction
Let V be an /-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field K and s/ an arrangement of n hyperplanes in V. For each H e sZ we fix aH e V* such that ker(aH) = H. Let S be the symmetric algebra of V* and Der S = Der^S, S) the graded 5-module of derivations of S. The following graded submodule of Der S was introduced by H. Terao [TI, T3] and studied in many papers on arrangements: D = D(s/) -{de Dex(S)\6(aH) e SaH , H ese}. If the module D is free then the arrangement srf is called free.
One of the most intriguing and challenging problems in the theory of arrangements is to relate D to the intersection lattice L oí si . The most general result in this direction is the Solomon-Terao formula [ST] expressing the Poincaré polynomial n(L) of L through the Poincaré series of D and of certain similarly defined graded 5-modules Tf (p = 0, 1,...,/).
To prove this formula the authors observed that the modules Lf generate contravariant functors on L having the property of being local (see Definition 1.3). Then they proved that the local property of a contravariant functor ^ on I implies that the series (*) 2>(X,c/)n^(X)), ( where U is the maximal element of L, p. is the Möbius function of L, and P(M) is the Poincaré series of a graded module M ) has a pole of order at most dimU at 1 [ST, Proposition 6.10] .
In this paper we regard contravariant functors on L as sheaves on the opposite lattice Lop and study the sheaf cohomlogy of the poset L0 = Lop\{U} . First we observe that the series (*) is the alternating sum ("Euler characteristic") of the Poincaré series of the reduce cohomology modules Hl(L0, &~). We prove that if 9" is local then dims Hl(L0, 3r) < dim^ U which is a generalization of [ST, Proposition 6 .10]. Then we restrict our attention to the sheaf 3¡ induced by D and show that H'(LQ,3t) = 0 for every i < I -I -vds(D) (using the symbol pds for the projective dimension of an ¿'-module). In particular if si is free then all cohomology groups disappear except maybe the highest one H ~ (L0,3¡).
In some cases, for example, for / = 3, this condition is also sufficient for si to be free. In any case for a free arrangement the series (*) becomes the Poincaré series of a module which implies that its coefficient are nonnegative. Since for a free arrangement the series (*) is defined by L we obtain a new condition on a lattice necessary for this lattice to afford a free arrangement. A previously known condition of the kind was found by Terao [T2] and says that for the lattice L of a free arrangement n (L ; t) = (1 +t)YlAXx(l +b¡t) for certain positive integers bx, ... , b¡_x . Using our condition we are able to prove that many lattices satisfying Terao's condition cannot afford a free arrangement. Some of these results were obtained by Ziegler [Z] by his method of supersolvable resolutions.
Notation
Here we recall some definitions and set up notation for the rest of the paper. Throughout si will be an /-arrangement of « hyperplanes in a linear space V (of dimension / ) over an arbitrary field K. The graded ring S and the module D = D(si) were defined in the introduction. The intersection lattice of si ordered by reverse inclusion is denoted by L. It is a geometric lattice with the rank function given by rk(X) = / -dimX (X e L). The minimal element of L is V, its maximal element Ç\H€^ H is denoted by U. If dim {7 = 0 the arrangement si is called essential. By ¡u we denote the Möbius function of L and by n(L) its Poincaré polynomial, i.e., n(L; t) = Y,X€L \p(V, X)|r . Every X e L defines the subarrangement six of si which consists of the hyperplanes containing X. We put D(X) -D(s/X). We also need the lattice Lop which coincides with L as the set and is provided with the reverse order (i.e., the inclusion) and the poset L0 = Lop\{U}. Not to confuse the orders we use only the symbol c for the order on Lop .
If Q is an arbitrary finite poset then we view it as a topological space with the topology consisting of all increasing subsets of Q, i.e., subsets R such that if X e R and Y > X then Y e R. Then every covariant functor & from Q to the category of S-modules defines a sheaf of ¿-modules on Q. We denote this sheaf by the same symbol y. If X e Q then the stalk of &" at X is denoted by &~(X) and ¿-module homomorphism pY x:3r(X) -^^(Y) defined for each pair X < Y from Q is called a structure homomorphism of y. For any prime ideal / of ¿ the localizations at / of the stalks and structure homomorphisms of ? define the sheaf of ¿,-modules which we denote by ^. Similarly any contravariant functor SF defines the sheaf AF on the poset Qop opposite to Q. The crucial example for this paper is given by the sheaf 3 on In the next lemma we use certain standard notation from sheaf theory (e.g., see [Go, II.1.12 and II.4.16] ). Lemma 1.2. Suppose that i: R c Q and <£: Q -> R are monotone maps, <pi = 1, and 4>(X) > X for every X e Q. Suppose also that 9" is a sheaf on Q such that 0T.5?" = &~. Then i*: H*(Q,S?~) -> H*(R, i*9~) is an isomorphism (with the inverse (j)*).
Proof. Since i*<f>* = 1 it suffices to prove that <j>'ï is homotopic to 1 where 4> and i are cochain maps of the complexes C(Q, 3r) and C(R, CS1") corresponding to 4> and i respectively. The most direct way to do this is to exhibit ... , Xk+X)
...,Xk). a homotopy. For that let us fix / e Cp ' (ß, SF) and put (hf)(xx,x2,... ,xp_x) = Y,(-i)]~xf{xx,... .Xj.ftXj),... ,d>(xp_x)), where for every X e Q we identify 9~(X) and &~(<f>(X)) via /'*</>*. A straightforward check shows that h is a homotopy of 4>'V and the identity.
In the rest of the section we fix an arrangement si and a sheaf A? of Smodules on Lop. Recall that L0 = Lop\{U}. There is a natural embedding 9(U) c T(L0, 9) = H°(L0, 9~). This allows us to define [ H\Ln, 9) 
[//'(Lo,^), otherwise. Also if I e Spec¿ and X e L we put X(7) = C\H€S¿ a e/77. Note that X(I) e L, X c X(7), and X(7) c 7(7) for all X cY from L.
Now we recall an important definition from [ST] . Definition 1.3. The sheaf A? is called local if for every I e Spec¿ and X e L the localization at 7 of the structure homomorphism A7(X) -> &~(X(I)) is an isomorphism. Theorem 1.4. If 9 is local then for every i > 0 we have dims ff (LQ, 9) <dim U.
In particular if si is essential, i.e., dim U = 0, then H'(LQ,9~) is finite dimensional over K.
Proof. Fix an ideal 7 e Spec¿ and put L¡ = {X(7)|X e LQ}. Since 9 is local the map <f>: L0 -► L; given by Ih X(7) and the sheaf 9¡ satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.2. If ht(7) < /-dim U then C/(7) ^ U, i.e., £/(7) e LQ.
Also (U(I))(I) = U(I) and hence i/(7) is the unique minimal element of L¡. Applying Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we obtain in this case that H'(LQ,9)[ = H\LQ,9¡) = H'(L,,^\Li) = 0 for every / > 0. Also 77°(L0, 9-), = T(L0, 9-f) = r(L7, 9¡) = 9¡{U{I)) = 9¡(U) whence H°(L0,9)I = Y(L0,91)/9I(U)=0. This implies that for every i the height of an ideal from the support of H'(L0, 9) is at least / -dim U and thus the annihilator of 77'(L0, 9) has the height at least / -dim U . The result follows immediately.
To show that the above theorem is in fact a generalization of [ST, Proposition 6 .10] we put P(M ; x) = ^>0dim
Mkx (the Poincaré series of M) for a graded ¿-module M. Then we put x(S^r)^^í¿¡a(-l)tP(ñ'(Lot^r);x) and call x(^) the Euler characteristic of 9. Proposition 1.5. x{&) = -Ex&l ^x > U)P(3r(X) ; x).
Proof. Put u = dim U . Following Baclawski [B] we apply the spectral sequence corresponding to the rank filtration of L0 by the sets L = {X e L0\ dim X < k + u} . This is a fourth quadrant spectral sequence with Ei *,<,,/ @áimx=p+«ñP+q~l((U,X),9(X)), ifp>l;
" I ©dim *-«+i *"(*) • ifp=l, q = -l where (U, X) is an open interval of L°p, i.e., as a set (U, X) = {Y e L\X < Y < U} . Note that any closed interval of Lop is a lattice whose opposite is a geometric lattice. Since the cohomology of a poset (with constant coefficients) coincides with the cohomology of the opposite poset (e.g., see [F, Theorem 3 .1]) we can substitute (X, U) instead of (U, X) in the above formula where (X, U) is viewed as an interval in L. Applying now [F, Theorem 4 .1] we obtain the same result as in [B, Corollary 4.3] : the modules H'(L09) axe the homology modules of the complex Proof. Theorem 1.4 and a well-known property of the dimension of graded modules imply that (x -l)dimUP (H'(L0, 9) ) is a polynomial for every i. Now the result follows from Proposition 1.5.
Cohomology and depth of D
In this section we apply the general results of § 1 to the sheaf 3. Note that 31 is local by [ST, Proposition 6.6] . We are primarily concerned with the projective dimension ods(D). By the Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem [M, p. 
on S . It is clear that T2 is a r-isomorphism of modules, i.e., T2(sx) = T(s)T2(x) for 5 e ¿ and x e D(X). Thus T2®TX: D(X)je -* D(X)3¡ is a ^-isomorphism and (3) follows.
For the rest of the paper we assume that si is essential. It simplifies the results although they can be easily generalized to arbitrary arrangements. Example 2.4. Let si he a Boolean /-arrangement, i.e., an arrangement of all coordinate hyperplanes in some coordinate system. Then each six (X e L) is the direct product of a Boolean (/ -k)-arrangement (k = dim X) and the empty arrangement in X . Thus P(D(X) ; x) = ((I -k)x + k)/(l -x) . Using that L is a geometric lattice and thus p(X, U) = (-1) we easily compute X(3) from Proposition 1.5:
Since every Boolean arrangement is free we obtain from Corollary 2.3 that H'(L0, 3) = 0 for every i. As an example of a non-Boolean free arrangement with 0 cohomology one can take the arrangement six from [O, Example 2.33] .
In particular these examples show that ffdepth D~ ' (lq t Q¡) can be 0. However in certain cases this is impossible as the following result shows. Note that the condition of the theorem implies that depth C' > d which is crucial for the proof. In particular for i = d we obtain depth 5=0 whence depth C = 0 which is impossible. Corollary 2.6. (i) If si is not free but six is free for every X e L\{U} (e.g., if si is not free and 1 = 3) then 77/_1(L0,3)^0.
(ii) If depth D = 2 (e.g., if
si is generic, see [RT] or [Y2] ) then Hl(L0,3)^0.
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 2.5 immediately. To prove the second statement it suffices to show that depth 7J>(X) > 2 +dim X for every X e L. For that we represent D(X) as in the proof of Theorem 2.2:
where ¿2 is the symmetric algebra of (V/X)*. This implies that pds(D(X)) < l-k-2 whence depth D(X) > k + 2.
Remark 2.7. One notices an obvious similarity between Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 and the characterization of the depth of a module in terms of local cohomology of the spectrum of a ring [Gr] . To explore this let us put x -Spec ¿ and define /: X -* Lop by f(9>) = CIhes/,a"e&H ■ Since every set of aH generates a prime ideal / is surjective. Note that since 3 is a local sheaf we have ft) ~ 3(&sf& where <9 is the structure sheaf on ^ . In particular ftD(X) ~ D(X)^,,X, where ¿?(X) is the ideal of S generated by all aH for 77 e si \six . However no direct relation between Hl(LQ,fD) and H'(LQ,3) is known to me.
Remark 2.8. The proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 are valid for any local sheaf y of ¿-modules on Lop having the property that pds(9(X)) < pds(9(U)) < 1-2 for every X e Lop . One should just substitute 9(U) for D. In particular these theorems are true for the sheaves 3P (p = 0, 1, ... , /) generated by the modules Tf defined in [ST] .
Lattices of free arrangements
In this section we discuss certain conditions imposed on the intersection lattice L of an arrangement si by the fact that si is free. The most famous condition of the type follows from Terao's theorem [T2] : Proposition 3.1. 7/a« l-arrangement si is essential and free then x{D) is a polynomial defined by L and (7) (-l)l'xx(3)>0.
Proof. Theorem 1.4 implies that x(&) is a polynomial. Since si is free all the arrangements six (X e L) axe free (see [T2] ). Applying now (6) to the formula in Proposition 1.5 we see that x(^) is defined by L. Besides Corollary 2.3 says that (-l)~xx (3) is the Poincaré series of the ¿-module H ~X(L0, 3) which completes the proof. The criteria (7) and (8) allow us to prove that many geometric lattices cannot afford free arrangements although their Poincaré series are of the form (5). Applying (8) we conclude that for k > 2 the lattice of si cannot afford a free arrangement.
Note that among these lattices there are many families of those whose Poincaré polynomials factor as in (5). For example, if k = 3, rx and r2 axe arbitrary and r3 = rxr2 + 2(rx + r2) then it is easy to check that n(L ; t) = (l+t)(l + (rx+r2)t)(l + (ri-2)t). The case where k = 2, r, = 2, and r2 = 5 was first considered by R. Stanley in [S] as an example of a geometric nonsupersolvable lattice whose Poincaré polynomial factors. Later G. Ziegler proved in [Z, Example 3.7 ] that this arrangement is not free using his method of supersolvable resolutions. It is possible that his method could be applied to our more general class of lattices. We remark though that in general the considered lattices are not projectively unique and that for most of them a supersolvable resolution depends on an arrangement.
Remark 3.4. It is not necessary to know the factorization of n(L) in order to check inequality (8) for a lattice L. However if the factorization is already known then it is sometimes easier to check other consequences of (7) first. In particular for 1 = 3 let us write x(3¡) explicitly:
(9) x{9>) = (x-\) 3 ¡x + xb,+xb2-J2 (1+* + * +(2 + x) T,(mH-l) + 3n(V,U)
Hist J where mx and mH are the number of planes passing through the line X and the number of lines in the plane 77 respectively. Then (9) and (7) imply ( Let us remark also that it is easy to obtain condition (10) directly from the fact that for every X e L of dimension 1 there always exists a derivation 6X e D of degree « -mx linearly independent over S of Euler derivation. Indeed one can put 6X = (YlHej/\j/ aH)ax f°r some ax e "AW (CI"- [Y2] ). This implies that min{bx, b2} < « -mx for every X which together with bx + b2 = n -1 implies (10).
